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Possible Stellar SciencePossible Stellar Science

•• Mass of the dark matter halo from fieldMass of the dark matter halo from field
blue horizontal branch starsblue horizontal branch stars

•• Exploration of two-component haloExploration of two-component halo
•• Discovery of Low Luminosity, stellarDiscovery of Low Luminosity, stellar

streamsstreams



Mass of Milky Way Dark Matter HaloMass of Milky Way Dark Matter Halo

•• XueXue et al. (2008,  et al. (2008, ApJApJ 684, 1143) used 684, 1143) used
2400 BHB stars from SDSS to compute the2400 BHB stars from SDSS to compute the
circular velocity curve at a circular velocity curve at a galactocentricgalactocentric
radius of 60 radius of 60 kpckpc..

•• Found that the circular velocity fallsFound that the circular velocity falls
slightly from 220 km/sslightly from 220 km/s

•• M(<60 M(<60 kpckpc)=(4.0+/-0.7)×10)=(4.0+/-0.7)×101111  MMsolarsolar..
•• MMvirvir=1.0=1.0+0.3+0.3

-0.2 -0.2 ×10×101212  MMsolarsolar



Figure 12 from Figure 12 from XueXue  et al.et al. (2008) (2008)
Solid line modeled escape velocity and dashed line modeledSolid line modeled escape velocity and dashed line modeled

circular velocity for SDSS samplecircular velocity for SDSS sample



Figure 17 from Figure 17 from XueXue et al. (2008) showing modeled et al. (2008) showing modeled
mass components.  Extending the distance of themass components.  Extending the distance of the
sample would help to constrain mass determinationsample would help to constrain mass determination



Plot showing distances for possible sample from DEXPlot showing distances for possible sample from DEX
program with error bars spanning distance for the givenprogram with error bars spanning distance for the given
magnitude range.  Blue line is sample distance for magnitude range.  Blue line is sample distance for XueXue et et
al. study.al. study.



Probing the two-component haloProbing the two-component halo

•• CarolloCarollo et al. (2007, Nature, 450, 1020) used a local et al. (2007, Nature, 450, 1020) used a local
sample of SDSS stars with full space motions to identifysample of SDSS stars with full space motions to identify
a dichotomy in the halo.  The results indicated that thea dichotomy in the halo.  The results indicated that the
inner halo dominates the stellar sample to inner halo dominates the stellar sample to galactocentricgalactocentric
distances of 15 distances of 15 kpckpc, is flattened and has a mean, is flattened and has a mean
metallicitymetallicity of <[Fe/H]> = -1.6.  The outer halo is of <[Fe/H]> = -1.6.  The outer halo is
spherically distributed, in net retrograde rotation and hasspherically distributed, in net retrograde rotation and has
a mean a mean metallicitymetallicity of <[Fe/H]> = -2.2. of <[Fe/H]> = -2.2.

•• The expectation is that the outer halo formed throughThe expectation is that the outer halo formed through
accumulation of cannibalized systems.accumulation of cannibalized systems.



Figure 2 from Figure 2 from CarolloCarollo et al. showing the trend et al. showing the trend
toward lower toward lower metallicitiesmetallicities as a function of velocity as a function of velocity
and distance.and distance.



Potential DEX sample indicates that the MS-TO can bePotential DEX sample indicates that the MS-TO can be
reached at a distance consistent with the outer halo (D =reached at a distance consistent with the outer halo (D =
20 20 kpckpc).  This could supply an extremely large in situ).  This could supply an extremely large in situ
sample with which to test the sample with which to test the CarolloCarollo  et al.et al. results. results.



Halo substructure in the direction of theHalo substructure in the direction of the
North Galactic Cap.North Galactic Cap.

•• The area of sky covered by the DEX program isThe area of sky covered by the DEX program is
a particularly interesting area for stellara particularly interesting area for stellar
research.  The North Galactic cap is the locationresearch.  The North Galactic cap is the location
of the descending, leading arm of the Sagittariusof the descending, leading arm of the Sagittarius
stream and is expected to include the much lessstream and is expected to include the much less
populated trailing arm.  It is also the location ofpopulated trailing arm.  It is also the location of
the Virgo the Virgo overdensityoverdensity..



RR RR LyraeLyrae candidates from Wilhelm et al. near the North Polar candidates from Wilhelm et al. near the North Polar
cap region.  The excess of negative velocity stars at large z-cap region.  The excess of negative velocity stars at large z-
height is from the leading arm of the Sagittarius stream.  Theheight is from the leading arm of the Sagittarius stream.  The
trailing arm, which is not well constrained is expected to havetrailing arm, which is not well constrained is expected to have
positive velocities and be located at 20 < z < 25 positive velocities and be located at 20 < z < 25 kpcskpcs..



ImplicationsImplications

•• The potential exists to nearly double theThe potential exists to nearly double the
distance of the BHB sample and determinedistance of the BHB sample and determine
better the decline in the circular velocity curvebetter the decline in the circular velocity curve
as a function of as a function of galactocentricgalactocentric distance distance

•• Requirements include radial velocities that areRequirements include radial velocities that are
precise as possible.precise as possible.

•• SNR ~ 20 at SNR ~ 20 at CaIICaII K in order to determine stellar K in order to determine stellar
parameters of parameters of TeffTeff, , LoggLogg and [Fe/H] which are and [Fe/H] which are
necessary for luminosity class determination andnecessary for luminosity class determination and
ultimately distance determination.ultimately distance determination.



VIRUS-P standard star VIRUS-P standard star metallicitymetallicity comparison for comparison for
spectral-type K-F using spectral-type K-F using KP-(J-K) relation from Rossi
et al. (2005, AJ, 130, 2804).



DiscussionDiscussion


